Select the items you wish to add to MyAberdeen

Check the library catalogue to see if the item is in stock

Is the item held as electronic copy (journal or e-book)

Item not held

Item held as paper copy

Provide a link to the item

Obtain a copyright fee-paid copy from inter-library loans

Use Check Permissions Tool to find out if the item is covered by the CLA Licence

You must obtain the rightholder’s permission to use this item

Ensure the extract to be copied compiles with the extent limits:
1 chapter from a book
1 article from a journal
1 scene from a play,
report of a single case from a volume of judicial proceedings
shot story or poem (not exceeding 10 pages in length)
from an anthology

OR

10% of the total publication, whichever is greater

Complete a Copyright Notice for the item concerned and scan this along with the extract to be uploaded to MyAberdeen

Record the details of the item scanned on your (or your departmental) copy of the Reporting Spreadsheet

At the end of the academic year you should remove any scanned items which will not be used again in subsequent years’ modules. You must also check that any scans you do plan to re-use are still covered by the licence by re-checking the source titles against the Check permissions tool. Any titles which have been excluded from the licence during the course of the preceding year must be removed from MyAberdeen – this includes rolled-over modules from previous academic sessions.